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Introduction. S. Chase and M. Sweedler [1] defined commutative
Hopf Galois extensions as a generalization of separable Galois extensions,
and then established a Galois theory to such extensions. On the other hand,
T. Kanzaki [3], Y. Takeuchi [7] and others studied non-commutative separable
Galois extensions and a Galois theory.

In this paper we consider the case where the rings are not necessarily com-
mutative. In § 1, we shall give the definitions of Hopf Galois extensions,
which is divided into three definitions—Hopf Galois extensions, strong Hopf
Galois extensions and very strong Hopf Galois extensions— since in non-com-
mutative case, finitely generated faithful projective modules are not necessarily
pro-generators. Besides non-commutative separable Galois extensions, we
can view certain types of p-algebras as Hopf Galois extensions. Also we
shall prove some elementary properties of Hopf Galois extensions in §1. In
§2 we examine the integral. Finally in §3, we shall establish a usual Galois
theory of very strong Hopf Galois extensions.

In a subsequent paper [8], we shall deal with Hopf Galois extensions over
a commutative ring and shall show that the above definition is natural from
cohomological view-points.

Throughout this paper, R denotes a commutative ring with identity, H
denotes a finite co-commutative Hopf algebra over R. A denotes an i?-algebra
which is a finitely generated faithful projective i?-module. H measures A to
A and makes A an //-module algebra, that is there exists an i?-homomorphism
p\H®RA->A with the properties p(λ<g)ry)=Σ P{h\)®x)P{h2)®y),

£(A), £ is an augumentation, ρ{gh®x) = p{g®ρ{h®x)), g, h^Hy x,
p{h®x) is denoted by h x. B denotes the fixed subalgebra AH={χζ=A\h x=
S(h)x for any h^H}. An unspecified ® is taken over R. For a left (resp.
right) 5-module M, Ends (M) {resp. Έnάι

B{M)) denotes the left {resp. right) B-
endomorphism ring of M. This is also denoted as EndB {BM) {resp. End5

{MB)). For other notations and terminologies we shall refer to [1].
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1. Hopf Galois extensions

As the commutative case, we make a smash product algebra A$H as
follows;

A#H=A®H as Λ-modules, we write a#h rather than a®h. Then
multiplication is given by the formula;

= Σ agiϋ -b$gωh, a, be A, g,

This is a well-defined i?-algebra, since A and H are i?-algebras. Well, we have
a homomorphism α: A#H-+Έndr

B (A) defined by (a(a#h))(x)=ah xy x^A.
a is an i?-algebra homomorphism and A is a left A#H-module. Also we have
a left ^-homomorphism β: A{A®BA)-+HomR(Hy AA) and a right ^4-homomor-
phism β': (A®BA)A->HomR(Hy AA) defined by

(β(a®b))(h) = ah-by (β\a®b)) = (h-a)b.

Theorem 1.1 The following conditions are equivalent (the assumption of
R-projectivity of A is unnecessary).

(i) A is a finitely generated protective right B-module and a is an isomorphism.
(ii) A is a left A$H-generator.
(iii) A is a finitely generated projective right B-module and β is an isomorphism.
(iv) A is a finitely generated protective right B-module and β' is an isomorphism.

Proof. (i)=φ(ii). From Morita theory, that A is a finitely generated pro-
jective right J3-module means that A is a left EndJ (^l)-generator. Hence A
is a left A ft/f-generator.
(ii)=Φ>(i). Since A is a left yίftiϊ-generator, A is a finitely generated projec-
tive left End^|jy(^4)-module. Έnάι

A^H(A) is ίanti-isomorphic to AH — B by
fh^f(l),f^EndA9ff(A). Hence A is a finitely generated projective right B-
module. As easily checked, this right .B-module structure of A coincides with
the original one. Again from Morita theory, Endί? (A) = EndEnd' (A)(A)ŝ
A#H, and this isomorphism coincides with a.
(i)<=>(iv). Let 7 be the composite of the isomorphisms;

= A®H^Hom, (H*9 A)^Homr

A (A®H*y A)^Homr

A(HomR(Hy A), A)y

where H* = Horn* (H, R).

The explicit form of y is given by

(r(«P))tf) = «/(*), *<zA, heH, f<=H*.

Next let δ be the composite of the isomorphisms;

J (A)^Homr

B (ABy Hom^ (BAy A)) β Hom4 (A ®B AAy AA)y where the
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latter isomorphism is the adjoint isomorphism.

The explicit form of δ is given by

8(f)(a®b) =f(a)b, /(ΞEndί, (A), a,

Now, we have the following commutative diagram;

β

ύ (Horn* (H, A), A) -ί—> Honύ (A®B Ay A)

Thus if a is an isomorphism, then β'* is an isomorphism. Taking the dual
again, we get that βr is an isomorphism since HomR(H, A) and A®BA are
finitely generated projective right ^4-modules.

If β' is an isomorphism, then β'* is an isomorphism. So a is an isomor-
phism.

To prove (iii)<=>(iv), we use the antipode S of H. Let Φ: HomR(H, A)-^>
Horn^ (H, A) be the homomorphism defined by

(H, A),
A)

Φ is an isomorphism, the inverse Φ" 1 of Φ is given by

Σ 1 / ( )
CA)

Now, we have the following diagram, which is commutative as easily checked.

β'β
BA > Horn* (H, A)

Horn* (H, A) ' Horn* {H, A)

Thus that β is an isomorphism is equivalent to that β' is an isomorphism.
This completes the proof.

Proposition 1.2. Let B be merely a subalgebra of A such that a:

End* (^4), and A be not only a finitely generated projective right B-module, but

also a right B-generator. Then the coherent condition B=AH follows automatically.

Proof. Since A is a right 5-generator, B^EndEnd^)(^4)^ End

<zA. As easily checked, this isomorphism is given by B

Hence B=AH.
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DEFINITION. We call an extension A/B an H-Hopf Galois extension if an
i?-algebra A is a finitely generated faithful projective i?-module and satisfies
the equivalent conditions of Theorem 1.1.

We call an H-Hopf Galois extension A\B a strong H-Hopf Galois extension
if A is a right 5-generator, or equivalently if A is a left ^l fj://-pro-generator.

We call a strong H-Hopf Galois extension A\B is a very strong H-Hopf
Galois extension if A is a left J3-pro-generator, or equivalently (as the following
Proposition asserts) if A is a left /?#//-pro-generator.

REMARK. If A/B is a strong H-Hopf Galois extension, then B is a finitely
generated faithful projective i?-module as is easily proved.

Proposition 1.3. Let A\B be a strong H-Hopf Galois extension, then the
following conditions are equivalent.

(i) A is a left B-pro-generator, i.e. A\B is a very strong H-Hopf Galois
extension.

(ii) A is a left B#H-pro-generator.
(iii) A#H is a left B#H-pro-generator.

Proof. (i)=^(ii). We consider the following isomorphism induced from β;

β
B$H{A®BA)A

 & HomR(H, A) = B$H(Homι

B(B#H, A))A. This isomorphism is
a (B#H, ^-isomorphism. The right side is isomorphic to B$HHomB(B#H, B)
®BA^B$H(HomR(HHyR)®BB)®BA since A is a finitely generated projective
left 5-module by hypothesis. We know that HomR(HHy R) is a left H-pro-
generator (c.f. [4] Proposition 1). Thus the right side is a finitely generated
projective left B#H-modulc. B is a left 5-direct summand of A by hypo-
thesis, hence A is a left /?#//-direct summand of a finitely generated projective
left Z?#//-module A®BA. Thus A is a finitely generated projective left B$H-
module. Also B%H{ΆomR(H, R)®B) is a left B#i/-generator, so B%H(A®BA)
is a left /?#//-generator. Since A is a finitely generated projective left B-
module, a left /?#//-generator A®BA is a direct summand of a direct sum of
a finite number of copies of A as a left /?#//-module. Thus A is a left B#H-
generator.

(ii)=φ(iii). Since A is a B#iϊ-generator, B$H is a left B#//-direct summand
of a direct sum of a finite number of copies of A. And A\B is a strong H-
Hopf Galois extension, so A is a finitely generated projective left A ^//-module.
A is a direct summand of a direct sum of finite copies of A§H as a left A§H-
module, hence as a left B^//-module. Thus B§H is a direct summand of
a direct sum of finite copies of A#H as a left B#//-module, so A$H is a left
/? #//-generator. Similarly using the fact that A is a left 4̂ #//-generator
and that A is a finitely generated projective left /?#i/-module, we get that
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A #// is a finitely generated projective left /?#//-module.

(iii)=>(i). First we shall show that A is a finitely generated projective left

J3-module. Since A is a finitely generated projective left yl#//-module, A
is a direct summand of a direct sum of finite copies of A #// as a left A#H-
module. Since A§H is a finitely generated projective left 5 #//-module,
A§H is a direct summand of a direct sum of finite copies of B#H which is a
finitely generated projective left 2?-module. Thus 4 is a finitely generated
projective left ΰ-module. That A is a left ΰ-generator follows easily from
that B#H is a left /^-generator, that A #H is a left /?#//-generator and that A
is a left ^4$//-generator. This completes the proof.

REMARK. In (iii)=φ(i), in order to prove the finitely generated projectivity
of a left /^-module Ay we used only the projectivity of a left J3#//-module
A#H. In Corollary 2.4, we shall show that a strong //-Hopf Galois exten-
sion AjB is a very strong Hopf Galois extension if A#H is a finitely generated
projective left /?#//-module.

Here we shall list up some properties in a case B=R, which are neces-
sary in a subsequent paper [8].

Corollary 1.4. If A/R is an H-Hopf Galois extension, then A is an H-pro-
generator.

Proof. The assertion follows immediately from Proposition 1.3.

Also we have the following well-known

Proposition 1.5 ([1] Prop. 9.1). The extension //*//? is an H-Hopf Galois
extension.

Next we shall consider the fixed subalgebra AH of A by an admissible
(definition below) Hopf subalgebra //' of //.

DEFINITION. We call a Hopf subalgebra //' of H admissible if //' is a
direct summand of H as /?-modules.

We shall list up some properties of an admissible Hopf subalgebra //' of
//, which will be found in [1].

(*) //' is a direct summand of H as a left H'-module ([1] Theorem 9.9).

(**) H is a finitely generated projective left (resp. right) H'-module ([1]

Corollary 10.2).
From now on, //' denotes an admissible Hopf subalgebra of //.

Proposition 1.6. If AjB is an H-Hopf Galois extension (resp. a strong

H-Hopf Galois extension), then AjAH' is an H'-Hopf Galois extension (resp. a
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strong H'-Ήopf Galois extension).

Proof. First we shall show that A is a left ^4#ίΓ-generator. But this
follows easily since A is a left .^ jjίf-generator and H' satisfies the condition
(*). If A is a finitely generated protective left A$H-m.oάvλz then A is a fini-
tely generated projective left A$H''-module by (**). This verifies the as-
sertion.

Proposition 1.7. Let A/B be an H-Hopf Galois extension and H' and
H" be admissible Hopf subalgebras of H. Then AH'C_AE" if and only if H'Z)H".
Especially, Aff'=AH" if and only ifH'=H".

Proof, "if part" is trivial, we shall prove "only if part". We have the
isomorphism a: A#H^Έndr

B(A) and by the restrictions of a, we have AβH's*
End^'(,4) and A#H"c*Endr

Λ*"(A). Thus A^cA*" means A#H'llA'#H".
Since A is a finitely generated faithful projective i?-module, we get H'ZDH".

This completes the proof.

EXAMPLES, (i) Commutative Hopf Galois extensions ([1]) are Hopf Galois
extensions in our sense.

(ii) Commutative or non-commutative separable Galois extensions can be
regarded as Hopf Galois extensions in our sense. A typical model is the follow-
ing; Let R be the field of real numbers and Q be a quaternion algebra over R
with basis 1, i,j, ij, i2=j2= — 1, ij= —ji. <r, T be the i?-automorphism of Q defined
by σ{x)=jxj~ι, τ(x)=ixi~1

y x^Q. G1 and G2 be the group generated by σ and T
respectively. Then QjR is an RG1 ® i?G2-Hoρf Galois extension with the
obvious measuring. If we put C1—QRGi=R(j) then C/Cj is an JRGy-Hopf
Galois extension by Proposition 1.6.

(iii) Let K be a field of characteristic />φθ and A be a cyclic algebra (with a
cyclic subfield C) of dimension p2over K. Then C=K(Θ), ΘP-Θ+1=O, 0<Ξ A
The generating automorphism σ of C is given by σ(θ)=θ-\-l, and σ is ex-
tended innerly (say by ξ) to the automorphism of A. Next we consider the K-
derivation d of K{ζ) given by d(ξ)~ξ. Then we can extend d to the inner
derivation (given by θ) of A. We put D=K[X]I(XP—X) and we shall denote
the canonical image of X by the same letter d. D is a Hopf algebra with the

diagonalization Δ(<f)=l®rf+J(g)l, the augumentation £(d)—09 and the antipode
S(d)=—d. Let G be the group generated by σ, and H be KG®KD. Then
Hmeasures A to A naturally and AjK is an /f-Hopf Galois extension. So AjK{ξ)
is a J£G-Hopf Galois extension and A/K(θ) is a D-Hopf Galois extension.

2. The integral HH

We shall call HH={h^H\gh==S(g)h for any g(=H} the integral. As is
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well-known, if H is a group ring RG then RGRG is generated by the trace map

Proposition 2.1. Let A/B be an H-Hopf Galois extension and A$H be a
finitely generated projective left BftH-ntodule, then we have

HomB(A,B)=(l#HH) (A#H)=*HH-(A#H)=HH.(A#l) where we identify
A#HwithΈndr

B(A)bya.

Proof. / = Σ ai^hi^A^H=Έndr

B(A) is contained in HomB(A9 B), if and
i

only if, f(a)^B = AH for any a^A. This means

/'for any ae=A, g^G. Thus

tf* P») Hence we have

Homi(i4, B) = {A$H)H = {xeA#H\{l#g)x = S(g)x for

The inclusion (A#H)HΊ)HH (A#H) is clear, and to show the converse we may
assume that R is a local ring. Further since A#H is a finitely generated pro-
jective left i?#iJ-module and (A#H)H depends only on the left i/-module
structure of A$H, we first assume that A$H = B$H as a left J3##-module.
Let {bi}, {hi} be an i?-basis of B, H respectively. Then for # = Σ ^ ί # * Ά e

χ(Ξ{B$H)H, if and only if, hx = Σ bβrJAt = «(*)* =

Σ b{^rfi{h)hi, for any Ae/ί.

Thus rJA^rfthyh,. Hence * = Σ (1 #rΛ)(*ί#l)e(l%Ha)>(A%H). By usual

direct sum arguments, we get HomJ {A,B) = {\$HHy{A%H)=Ha'{A%H).
Since (lte)(«#*)=Σ(lteAω)(<S(M ' # l ) . we get (1 #//*)• (i4#fl) = ( l # ^ ' ) .

CA)

(i4 # 1). This completes the proof.

Corollary 2.2. Further if we assume that AjB is a strong H-Hopf Galois

extension, then

HH(A) = A*(= B)

where HH is regarded as a subalgebra of End^ {A) via a.

Proof. We shall consider the homomorphism r: Hom^ {A,
B defined by τ(f®a)=f(a)y f^Homr

B(A, B), a^A. By the isomorphism
HomJ(i4, B)G*(\%H*)-{A% 1), T is converted to T ' : ((1 ^^-(i ί#l))®End S (^)i i
->β, defined by τ\(\$h)(a%\)®b)=h-(άb), h<=HH, a,b^A. (A#l)(A)=A,
hence the image of r' equals to HH(A)=HH A> which is B=AH since A is a
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right B-generator.

REMARK. The assumption of Corollary 2.2 is equivalent to the AjB is a
very strong iϊ-Hopf Galois extension as Corollary 2.4 asserts.

Proposition 2.3. Under the same assumption as Corollary 2.2, B is a direct
summand of A as a B-B-bimodule. Especially A ή a left B-generator.

Proof. Since HH-A=B, there exists a^A, h^H" such that 1 B =

Let φι be the homomorphism A->B defined by φi{a) = hi ai aEΞA. Then φ,
is not only a right i?-homomorphism but also a left 5-homomorphism. Thus
B is a direct summund of A as a 2?-2?-bimodule. This verifies the assertion.

Corollary 2.4. A strong H-Hopf Galois extension A\B is a very strong H-
Hopf Galois extension if A#H is a finitely generated protective left B#H-module'

Proof. From the Remark following Proposition 1.3, we may only prove
that A is a left 5-generator. But this follows readily from Proposition 2.1 and
2.3.

Proposition 2.5. Let AjB be a very strong H-Hopf Galois extension, then

Endj?(A)=A#H is separable over B in the sense of Hirata [2] (H-separable in

[5])

Proof. We get it easily by Sugano [6] Theorem 7, since B is a direct
summand of A as a .B-jB-bimodule.

3. Hopf Galois theory

In this section, we shall investigate the fixed subalgebra AH of A by an
admissible Hopf subalgebra H' of H. From now on, we always assume that
AjB is a very strong ίf-Hopf Galois extension.

First we shall show that AH' = (H'H'-(A #H))(A). For this purpose, we
shall define μ: A®B Horn* (-4, B)->Έndr

B(A)y T: Homf?(̂ 4, B)®Έ.nάrB(A)A->B by
the formulas;

(μ(a®f))(b) = af(b), τ(/®β) = / ( * ) , a,bϊΞA, fϊΞHomr

B (A, B).

Then from Morita theory, there exists a one-to-one correspondence between
right ideals of A#H=Έndr

B(A) and right 5-submodules of A. Let / be a
right ideal of A #H, then the corresponding right β-submodule of A is the image
I(A). Furthermore, there exists a one-to-one correspondence between left B-
submodules of Hom^(^ί, B) and left ideals of A#H, for a leίt 2?-submodule /
of Homr

B(Ay B) the corresponding left ideal is (A#H) J (the product is taken
as subalgebras of End^^l)). If we denote the right annihilator of (A$H) J
by ((A#H) JY, which is a right ideal of A$H. Then by the former cor-
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respondence, the corresponding right jB-sumbodule of A is Jr= {a^A \ τ(J®a)=
0} the right annihilator of / relative to r. Simultaneously if we denote a left
annihilator of a right ideal / by I1, then by the later correspondence, the corres-
ponding left ΰ-submodule of Uomr

B (AyB) is (I(A))ι={f<=ΞHomr

B(A, B)\τ(f®
I(A)) = 0}, the left annihilator of I(A) relative to r.

Lemma 3.1 (c.f. [1] Lemma 11.1). A is a pro-generator as a left B$Hr-
module. Further let rr be the canonical pairing T ' : Homr

B(A, B)®B$HΛ->By

r'(f®a)=f(a),f(=HomB(A,B)f a<=A. Then (H'H' A)ι= {f(ΞHomB(A,B)\
τ'(f®H'H' A) = 0} equals to Homr

H(A, B)IH,, where IH,= {hςΞH'\£(h) = 0}y

and (Homr

B(A, B)IH,)r={a(ΞA\τ'(llomr

B(A, B)IH,®a)=0} equals to H'E'-A.

Proof. A is a left i?#i/-pro-generator and H is a left iί'-pro-generator
by (*), (**). Hence A is a left B #H'-pro-generator.

Next the inclusions (H'H' A)ιZ}Uomr

B(A, B)IH, and {ΆomB(Ay ΰ ) / ^ ) r 3
H'H A are clear. To show the inverse inclusions, we may assume that R is
a local ring. First we assume that A=B#H' as a left B#H'-module. If a
is an element of Homr

B (A, B) = B®HomR(H'f R), then τ'(a®H'H'-A) =
τ\a®H'H'-B%H') = τ\aHrH'®B$H'). So τ'(a®H'*'-A) = 0 if and only if
oH'*' = 0. But by [4] Proposition 1, Horn* (H\ R)^M®Hf as right H'-
modules, with M an invertible ϋ-module. Since we have assumed that R is a

Φ
local ring, M^Ry thus B®Ή.omR(H\ R)^B®H' as right B#ίΓ-modules.
Hence we have φ(a)H'H'=0. An easy computation shows that φ(a) e (B®H')IH'.
So we get a<=(B®HomR(H'y R))IH>. Next if u is an element of B$H'y then
τ\UomB(A,B)IH,®u)=τ\nomr

B(A,B)®IH,u)i hence τ'(Homr

B(A,B)Iff,®u)=
0 if and only if IHΊL = 0. As is easily proved, this is true if and only if
u^B#H'H'=H'H'(B#H). The general case follows from a routine direct sum
argument. This verifies the assertion.

Corollary 3.2. {A$H*IE,)r = H'B'*{A$H), (H'H

and μ{AH ®BHomr

B(A>B))c:H'H' (A#H).

Proof. By the former Morita correspondence of this section, ((A$H) IHr)r

corresponds to (Horns (A, B)IH')r and H'H' (A#H) corresponds to H'H A, and
by the later correspondence, {H'H>'-(A#H))1 corresponds to ((#'*''-(A#H)) ι=
(H'H'-A)\ and (A#H)-IH' corresponds to Homr

B (A, B)IH,. So we get the
former two relations by Lemma 3.1.

Next as can be easily proved, μ(AH ®Homf?(^l, B)) is contained in ((A#H)
IHΎ> which is equal to H'H *(A§H) by Lemma 3.1. This verifies the assertion.

Now we shall prove

Proposition 3.3. AH'=(H'H'-{A$H)){A)(=H'H'-A) and AH' is a direct
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summand of A as an AH'-AH'-bimodule.

Proof. By the Morita correspondence, H'* (A#H)W->(H'*' (A#H))(A)
W^>μ((H'H'-(A#H))(A)®B Homr

B(A, B)) is identity, so H'H'-(A#H)=μ((H'H'-
(A#H))(A)®BHomr

B(A, B))y which is clearly contained in μ(AH'® B Homί
{A,B)), and by Corollary 3.2, μ(AH'®BHomr

B(A,B)) is contained in H'*'
(A#H). Thus μ(AH'®BHomr

B(A9B)) = H'*' (A#H). Again by the Morita
correspondence, A*' ΛΛM μ{AE' ®B Honύ (A, B)) = H'H' (^ #H) ΛΛΛ-> ( # ' * '
(A#H)(A)=H'H' A is identity, we get AB/=H'^Ά. Similarly to the proof of
Proposition 2.3, we get that AH' is a direct summand of A as an AH'—AH'-
bimodule. This completes the proof.

DEFINITION. Let T be an intermediate ring of A and B. We shall write
T=ΦH' to mean that the following condition holds: Given w in A#H, w(T)=0
if and only if w<=(A#H)IH,.

Theorem 3.4. Let H be a finite co-commutative Hopf algebra over a com-
mutative ring R, and A\B be a very strong H-Hopf Galois extension. Then

(i) If H' is an admissible Hopf subalgebra of H and T is an intermediate
ring of A and Bs which is a direct summaud of A as a B-B-bimodule, then T=ΦH'

if and only if T=AH\ If these conditions hold, then A\T is a strong H'-Hopf
Galois extension.

(ii) // f=φff and T'-*H" with T, T"y H\ H" as in (i), then TaT" if
and only if # ' ! > # " . In particular, T'=T" if and only if H'=H".

(iii) Let H'y H" be an admissible Hopf subalgebra of H, then H' CLH" if
and only if AH'^>AH". In particular, H'=H" if and only if AH'=AH''.

Proof, (iii) is proved in Proposition 1.5 and in view of (i), (ii) is simply
a restatement of (iii). We shall prove (i). Let T—AH\ then by Proposition
3.3, T is a direct summand of A as a Γ-Γ-bimodαle, hence as a 2?-JB-bimodule.
For w(ΞA#H, W(T)=W(AH')=0 means tt> (H'E' (AH[H))=0 since A*'=
(H'H' (A#H))(A). Thus w is contained in (# '* '• (.4##))', which is (A#H) IH,
by Corollary 3.2.

Conversely, let T be an intermediate ring of A and B which is a direct
summand of A as a β-5-bimodule, and assume that T=Φ H' for some admissible
Hopf subalgebra H' of H. If W(ΞA#H, then since μ(T®B Hom£ (A, B))(A)=
Ty it is clear that w-μ(T®B Homr

B(A, B))=0 if and only if w(T)=0. But by
definition, this is true if and only if ZU^(A#H)ΊH,. Hence (μ(T®BHomr

B

(A, B))ι=(A#H) IH'. Since T is a diect summand of A as a -B-β-bimodule,
μ(T®BHomr

B(A,B)) is generated by a projection homomorphism A-+ T in
Έnάr

B{A) = A$H, which is an idempotent. Hence μ(T®BHomr

B (A,B)) =
(μ{T®B Homr

B(A, B)))lr=((A#H).IH,)r=H'H'-(A#H) by Corollary 3.2. Thus
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T=(μ(T®BHomr

B(AyB))(A) = (H'H'-(A#H))(A) = AH' by Proposition 3.3.

This completes the proof.
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